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About This Game

You don't need to have played the first Spaceman Sparkles game (it's terrible
anyway) I'm pretty much just counting so I'll reach Sparkles 64 one day!

Spaceman Sparkles 2 is a frantic and groovy bullet-hell that takes place in a thumpin' disco universe. Calm your nerves with the
sick beats by Aeroloid (and a chippy guest track by Death M.D.) in this painfully difficult shooter, you'll be begging for mercy

while bobbing your head to the beat. Equipped with a rave gun, teleportation boots and giant hammers, you'll lead Sparkles
through space and time to defeat mysterious beings of light, collect the 24 glowsticks of legend and retrieve his stolen throne in

this grueling adventure.

"You'll never shine if you don't glow." - Typo

"스트레스 받기에 딱 좋은 게임입니다." - User review.
(Perfect game to receive stress.)*

*translation correctness pending

Key Features:

Collect 6 items, 24 glowsticks, and 6 worm hats?
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Fight 15+ bosses!

Explore space!

Pretty badges and clean emoticons.
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Title: Spaceman Sparkles 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
tjern
Publisher:
tjern
Release Date: 20 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.30GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: HD 5570

Storage: 25 MB available space

Additional Notes: You could probably run this on worse builds, but no promises.

English
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This is, without a doubt, the most fun you can have while screaming the lyrics to a MIDI version of Starship's 'We Built This
City'.

10\/10, will be thinking about Lightmare in my sleep again.. This game is really lovely.

It's got an interesting concept. Only black and white, only three action keys, very minimalist, with some beautifully designed
levels. It's deceptively simple. Once you get the hang of the basic mechanics then you're good to go, but this game is definitely
all about timing more than anything else.

It's very short, and because of that i'd say it's not worth the full price of £5.59. However this is definitely one to pick up on sale.
I played this while on a bit of a platformer kick, and I'm definitely enjoying it.. Sorry, but this game is not worth buying.

After only a few playthroughs the whole story already repeats itself. I absolutely expected more variety and a more interesting
story.. QP Shooting – Dangerous!! has managed to sucker me right in not only with its brave you-die-you-lose foundation, but
how it manages to provide enough different ways to play that it pays homage to several of the shooters of my past all at once.
And it’s adorable, yes that much is true, but it’s just a malicious veneer. But you’re still going to fall for it – just like I did.

Full Review // http://www.honestgamers.com/12423/pc/qp-shooting-dangerous/review.html. Great game if you liek making
money! I can't stop.. I gave up on this one. I was really looking forward to somethiing similar to Monkey Island series, but have
found the mechanics to be clunky and the puzzles not really intuitive. Maybe I'll give it another go down the road, as I want to
like this game.
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I played the demo for this game when I was like 8 on the 360 and really liked it, but I never got the full game. Until now and I
got to say it was as good as I remembered which was a surprise to be sure, but a welcome one.. Flat Path is a great simple puzzle
game that isn't trying to be something it's not.
If you have some time to kill, this is a perfect little game to keep you busy.
. Great game if you play it with friends. It might be buggy and a bit lacking yet forgiving. 8/10. Leave this game page and never
look back
This game is not worth contemplating, this game is not bad enough to be funny, this game is not even worth the little bit of time
it takes to download.
Don't look back and leave immediately.. I picked this up mainly because the screenshots looked appealing, and I'm glad I did. It
completely fulfills the promise of the screenshots. If you find the screenshots appealing, you will probably like the game.

Basically it's a RTS/Tower Defense about fighting for territory against an ocean.
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